
Installation
After unpacking the zip you received you will find a file named Spacewatch.ppb and a Readme.pdf

In order to (temporarily) use the patches inside the Comet patch browser, proceed as follows: 
Open the Comet plug-in in your DAW, click on the “Presets“ icon at the lower left, then click on the 
“Import“-tap located in the centre area of the interface, locate the Spacewatch.ppb file and hit return. 
You will now have access to 4 pages on which you can select the presets (25 on pages 1-3, 5 on  
page 4).

Please note: in the Beta version 0.9.5 the imported preset bank will only install temporarily so the next 
time you open Comet the Spacewatch presets will be gone and you’ll have to import them once again. 
A workaround would be to save the re-save the presets from Spacewatch into your user library 
“myPresets“.
Suggestion: I suggest to de-activate all locks as many Spacewatch-presets use a reduced input gain 
and a compensated output gain in order to reduce the saturation/distortion introduced by Comet at 
certain settings. If you’re inserting Comet directly on an instrument track and not on a bus you can lock 
the wet/dry slider while browsing the patches.
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License agreement and terms of usage

This license agreement is between you (the licensee) and me (Simon Stockhausen). 
As these are patches for an FX plug-in and not a sampler or synthesizer, let‘s keep it rather simple:
1.) The licensee must not distribute the patches from Spacewatch in any commercial, free or 
otherwise product. You can use these patches in your music and sound design work and produce 
audio files with it which you can distribute and sell in any way. 

2.) The license to the presets expansion Spacewatch may not be given away or sold (NFR).

Description

Spacewatch for Polyverse Comet contains 80 presets which were produced by using numerous 
acoustic and electronic input sources in order to create a broad palette of useful spaces and effects for 
electronic and acoustic music but also for sound design purposes. From vast ambient spaces to alien 
self-resonating ambiences, from lush reverbs tails to smaller chambers and halls, from chorus effects 
to tempo-synced slap-backs for drums and percussion this expansion offers a versatile collection of 
patches to enhance your productions. All patches are saved at 100% wet signal for inserting Comet on 
a bus. Often the gain staging was adjusted for big spaces in order to decreases the saturation/
distortion Comet introduces at certain settings.

All audio demos for this set are here.

All video demos for this set can be found in this youtube playlist.

Please enjoy the presets!

Simon Stockhausen, 05/18/2019

https://soundcloud.com/sampleconstruct/sets/spacewatch-for-polyverse-comet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9lJBN_mujwc&list=PLdDy6n1e-aePS5sY3dPLxz_9Gqt9nCjet

